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Housed within the specially refurbished Victorian Wing of the Ipswich Museum 
and Art School Gallery, the Pacitti Company Think Tank is a building-based 
resource for the ongoing exploration and study of live performance and radical 
praxis. Pacitti Company welcomes broad audiences at the Think Tank, to a 
curated rolling programme of local, national and international events. These 
activate thinking and discussion around live art, performance and wider cultural 
topics. The Think Tank offers accessible, affordable public events, led by artists 
and experts from a range of diverse fields. These events and sessions are 
recorded by various means, so that a cumulative body of research and 
knowledge extends beyond the experiences of those present, into territories that 
serve researchers, students, archivists, practitioners and policy makers. !!
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This document has been made public to aid individuals in their own study and 
research. It has been shared in good faith that it will not be used for commercial 
purposes or exploited for financial gain. We strongly advise you not to plagiarise 
any materials used within this document, and the intellectual property of the 
authors will be defended vigorously if the need arises.    !
All opinions expressed in material contained within this document and those of 
the authors and artists and not necessarily those of the publishers. Every effort 
has been made to trace all copyright holders but if any have been inadvertently 
overlooked please let us know via the address below. !
The Think Tank programme and Past Events Resource are produced in house as 
initiatives of Pacitti Company. www.pacitticompany.com !
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MEET OUR ASSOCIATES  
LUCY WALKER 
!
Associate Archaeologist 
  
As an archaeologist and landscape historian I love knowing that there are an 
infinite number of stories held in the ground under our feet, in our rural and 
urban landscapes, and among the objects in our museum collections – stories for 
us to discover and interpret, share and connect with, in any number of ways.  !
We derive meaning from history, be it text or the chance remains of human layers 
of occupation which shape our physical landscapes, or the cultural artefacts 
which find their way into our museums. 
   
That meaning informs, and is informed by, our individual and collective social 
and emotional landscapes and memories.  !
However, in my experience, people outside the world of archaeology and 
museums often find it difficult to access knowledge and information about our 
heritage in a way which is creative and meaningful.   !
• Archaeology is taking place all around us – landscapes are excavated in 

advance of development - but we probably don’t know about it; reports will 
appear in ‘grey literature’, archived for professional purposes, and most people 
wouldn’t know where to access them.   !

• Archaeologists and museum academics tend to publish in journals and 
volumes without wide public access.   !

• Many people think that this world is rather dry and irrelevant, when in fact it 
can hold the key to a wealth of fascinating stories.  !

• Much ‘outreach’ work can be based on a ‘one-way’ flow of information, with 
the expert expounding and the interested party passively ‘receiving’.  !
!
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So the world of archaeology and museums is often perceived to be rather elite 
and closed. While supposedly protecting our ‘heritage’ for public benefit, it does 
not seem to be very good at making these rich seams of human story available 
for us all to engage with, interrogate, re-interpret or just enjoy. 
    
There are perceived hard boundaries around academia and museums, which 
make it difficult to participate in the discourses about the very heritage which is 
being preserved for our public benefit. And when we do get tasters it is often 
packaged in a polite, rather bland and classist way, promulgating an ‘authorised’ 
discourse which seems increasingly extraneous.   !
I am interested in developing new/different ways of interacting, creating and 
exchanging knowledge and experiences which can be multi-dimensional and  
multi-flowing.  !
I drew a diagram on the TT whiteboard to demonstrate commonly perceived (if 
simplified) relationships between ‘academia’, museums and the public, and 
opened up the discussion to invite suggestions about how our work at the TT 
could contribute to some exciting outcomes.  
 

!
Fig 1: Lucy Walker’s whiteboard diagram 

!
!
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Fig 2: Robert Pacitti’s copy of LW’s whiteboard diagram !
The visual coding in the diagram suggests that the world of archaeology, history 
and museum scholarship, in a box with hard boundaries, can be difficult to 
penetrate by individuals and community groups – depicted in a softer cloud – 
who might be interested to make contact to explore new ideas and experiences. 
The TT, in a cloud at the top, could be mediator between these worlds and 
encourage new outcomes. !
The following concepts emerged from our discussion: 
Empowerment . Multiculturalism . Stories around artefacts . Known and unknown 
opinions . Responsibilities . Theatre . Experience . Parliament of Things* . Ethics . 
Connections . Engagement . Cultural identity . Voicing validity . Intangibles.  
I would like to add making the invisible visible.  !
There was a palpable sense of excitement about the possibilities opening up. 
Any one of this ‘wish list’ could be unwrapped to explore much further. I love the 
idea of ‘A Parliament of Things’. What would that be and where could it take us?  
We can use the heritage resources in Ipswich as a prism to explore contemporary 
issues which concern us all – for example - identity, migration, gender, beliefs, 
matters of life and death, how we treat our bodies, the dichotomies of poverty 
and wealth, different forms of knowledge, even environmental issues. !
We can take key moments in our past and our present, and really look with fresh 
questions, unpick familial, economic and social relationships, create and share 
new knowledge, write new scripts and stories. This could be transformational. 
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